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When Fr. Xavier passed away, past students in Hong 
Kong and Toronto suggested that I should keep his 
tradition of visiting past students who are now living in 
Canada and the USA during the summer break. After 
thinking on this for some time and remembering the 
experience I enjoyed in the summer of 2009, I decided to 
shorten my stay in Spain by a few days and visit the OSA 
in Toronto. The decision was made late, and the dates 
chosen were not the ideal ones: it was the fi rst weekend 
of August and the next day, Monday, was a holiday, and 
many families travelled to other parts of Canada or the 
USA. 

Mr. Vivian Yan was my host and the organizer of the 
whole trip. Friday, 3 August, was chosen as the date for 
the main event where we would have a buffet dinner and 
I would meet a large number of past students: it was not 
so, the restaurant could accommodate around 50 people, 
but only 18 past students attended. Since the group was 

small I had the chance to meet each past student and 
to talk with all the groups that were formed during the 
dinner. The other two days were spent in Toronto and 
I met several other past students from different years, 
mainly from the fi rst years of the school. On Saturday, 4 
August, I joined a group of 9 persons for a boat trip on 
Perry Lake. On Sunday, after the Mass at Mr. Peter Hui’s 
new house, a full table of past students and Peter’s 95 
years old father enjoyed “yam-chah”. The dinner at the 
Golf Club was attended by 31 people in a very friendly 
atmosphere. Counting the different meal gatherings and 
visits I estimate that over the few days I met over 70 past 
students, most of them from the late 60s,70s and 80s. 

What was obvious during my visits and discussions was 
the great concern of past students for Rosaryhilll School, 
and their desire to see our school grow and stand with the 
grace and splendor it displayed in the past. During the 
dinner at the Golf Club the past students spent much time 

offering sage advice regarding our school, 
most of it coming from generous hearts far 
removed from the reality. It was extremely 
encouraging to witness how they made 
me move around the tables to answer their 
questions and listen to the advice they 
provided.

I want to again THANK all the past 
students in Toronto, your care and concern 
has been very encouraging. I mention 
once again Mr. Vivian Yan who offered 
his house as my hotel during those days, 
and who took wonderful care of me at all 
the times. The surprise-breakfast that he 
prepared on the last day is unforgettable!

Fr. Francisco de las Heras

VISIT TO PAST STUDENTS 

IN TORONTO, 

SUMMER 2012
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The first staff general meeting for 2012-13 turned out 
to be a pleasant surprise for all school staff. Few people 
knew what the V-program we were to undergo was all 
about, until Mr. Howard McCrary went to the stage and 
started singing Only You, to the surprise of all. 

Then Gretchell, our past student, explained what the 
program was about. She told us that teachers and staff at 
Rosaryhill School had made such a big difference in her 
life, and in the life of so many of our past and present 
students and how teachers and staff needed to understand 
and appreciate this. I did like Gretchell’s example of 
how she used to feel her singing was so bad, but a friend 
helped her realize that it is not what she feels about her 
singing, it is how other people receive her singing. At 
that moment all of the teachers and staff of the school 
started to understand, “We make the difference; we are 
making the difference for something better in the lives 

of so many people who have been and who will be with 
us”.

At the end of the one-hour-long V-program our 
perception of what we are doing had changed, and we 
are sure it will change something in the feelings of all 
the people working in the school. Ivy, the third member 
of the V-program and another past student of the school, 
made a short but very meaningful illustration based on 
the memories contained within her Form 5 book. Good 
singing, as we had on that day can make a big difference! 
Howard and Gretchell also entertained us with songs we 
all knew, and which contained very special meanings. 

Thank you Howard, Gretchell and Ivy! 

THE V-PROGRAM

The Department of Religion is not only concerned with 
prayers and ceremonies, but also with the daily life of 
the school. This is the reason we started the “my school, 
my home” campaign in the Religious Week 2012. We 
understand that everyone in our school can make it a 
better place.

What about the students? We cannot underestimate their 
potential to create a better school. Students are like 
the fruits of a tree, and the hard work of the teachers 
is reflected in the students’ growth and development. 
So the “my school, my home” focuses on our students. 
Rosaryhill School is for them, for their education and 
their voice should therefore be listened to. We expect 
to hear from them about their needs and also their 
complaints. 

Students can “stay” at home and also “feel” at home. We 
would like them to “feel at home” and to improve their 

sense of belonging to RHS. If they feel at home they 
will treasure what they receive, and will also forgive and 
excuse what is missing.

Everybody can learn, and of course our students can learn 
to love RHS as their second home. This year we will 
propose different activities and times to share and discuss 
thoughts and ideas so that a new attitude will emerge: an 
attitude of care and concern, of joy and respect, of love 
and forgiveness. These are the core Christian values that 
the Department of Religion is committed to promote.

rosaryhill SCHOOL
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Alan Aw Award

Coinciding with the celebration of our 
feast, Our Lady of the Rosary, we held 
the GJ Scholarship Giving Ceremony 
on 8 October. The main guests were the 
main donors, with Ms. Shirley Choi, our 
alumna, who addressed the assembly. 
Besides the people from the school, a 
large number of parents and guests joined 
the ceremony. A program was prepared, a 
Spanish song jointly sung by primary and kindergarten 
students; sharing of the social service secondary students 
conducted in China; and a Speech Choir, winning entry 
of secondary students in an inter-school competition last 
school year.

The aims of the Scholarship Giving Ceremony are to 
share the good work of our students and the future 
direction of our school with our scholarship donors. We 
would also like to encourage the Rosarians to do their 
best work in their academic performance and conduct 
inside and outside of their time at Rosaryhill.

GOLDEN JUBILEE SCHOLARSHIP 
GIVING CEREMONY

Kindergarten
LA YUNG YI NGA
LC YEUNG TO FUNG
NA WONG YIK LAI ETHAN
NB LI TSZ NAM KATY
UA YU MING FUNG
UD LAU WAI SUM

Primary Section
P1A LAI CHING WA
P1B CHUNG PAK HO
P2A YAU YIK LING 
P2B CHOI CHEUK TING 
P3A YAN HOI HEI
P3B KHAN ALI QASIM 
P4A TANG WAN 
P4B LEUNG CHUN MING JASON 
P5A WONG WAI YIN ANSON
P5B LAI COURTNEY ILSA 
P6A YUAN KAREN 
P6B LEE SIU CHEUNG

Rosaryhill Golden Jubilee Scholarship
Secondary Section

1A CAPIENDO WINCEL SAGANA
1A CHOW ANGEL
1A CHOY VIVIENNE
1A LIU RUIZE
1A SZE OI LUN
1B LALWANI SNEHA
1C YEE PUI MAN
1C YIP CHI WAI
2A NG HUI YAN
2A ZHANG GUIER
2B CHU YING KIT
2B YUAN JIN WEN
2B ZHENG WAN RONG
2C IRFAN SABBA
2C MANDALIHAN MA PATRICIA SALES
2C TSAO TOM DAVID
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Secondary Section
3B CHUNG HON LAM
3B LOO YAT CHUN
3B STEWART PATRICIA PARICHART
3B YIU CHING KAY
3C CHAN CHUN HO
3C CHAN HOI YIP
3C CHUA MICHELLE AIKO
3C MOK KA NEI NICOLE
4B CHOI KING WAI
4B IP HIN NAM
4B LEUNG CHUN WING
4C LIU YUANSHUANG
4C TO PAK YUNG
4C TSAI WING KI
4F CHAN KING SEN

Choi Sai Leung Award

Secondary Section
5A CHAN KAR WING
5A CHAN YUEN KWAN
5A LI XI LANG HAROLD
5A YAU SZE CHIU
5B YU WAI SIM
5C FUNG SIU LOK
5C TAN HAI YI
5E CHENG WAI CHI
5F KENNELLY TALIA GRACE
6A HO WAI LUN WILLIAM
6A LAW KA LEUNG
6A LEE CHUN KIT
6A WONG CHING FUNG
6D FU CHING YEE WENDY
6D TSO HIU TUNG
6E GEOPANO GUS MELZAR CASELA
6F HUI KA MAN
7B KWOK YEE TING
7B NG HOI KI
7B NG KA CHUN
7C MAK WAI TING
7C SHUM KA HEI
7D TANG WING HANG

Sik Ping Award

Secondary Section
3A HUI CHUN HEI
4A KWONG HO YIN
4F CHEUNG WING SZE
5A CHAN YUEN KWAN
5A LI XI LANG HAROLD
5B WANG HAIPENG
5C HUNG TAE YANG DESMOND
5C LEE KIM MAN MANDY
5C WONG KIU KIU

William & Nancy Shih Award

6D TSO HIU TUNG
7A KWOK WING YEE

Scholarship for Graduate

rosaryhill SCHOOL
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Requiem Mass on 

the 1st Anniversary 

of Fr Xavier’s death

Fr. Neira was born in Brime de Urz (Zamora), Spain, 

on 6 February 1931. In September 1941 he entered the 

Minor Seminary to become a Dominican Priest. After his 

secondary studies, his novitiate, and his years of studying 

Philosophy and Theology, he was ordained priest in 

Oakland (California, USA) on 11 June 1954. 

In 1975 Fr. Neira was chosen to be the prior of the 

community of Rosaryhill School, becoming at the 

same time supervisor of the school and principal of the 

secondary section. He was in these posts until 1978: a 

short time, just three years, but Fr. Neira has been well 

remembered by many students and teachers who were at 

the school during that time.

In the year 2010 his strength 

diminished, and in the year 2011 

doctors diagnosed a malignant tumor in the thyroids. 

In April 2012 he entered the Hospital of Santo Tomas 

University where he died on 25 April. 

Fr. Neira combined well his years to the service of the 

friars and to the investigation. He always wanted to 

transmit the legacy of the Dominican Religious life to 

the present and future generations. MAY HE REST IN 

PEACE!

IN MEMORY OF 
FR. ELADIO NEIRA ZAMORA, OP

In memory of our beloved and respected Fr Lionel Alfred Xavier, a Requiem Mass on 
the 1st Anniversary of Fr Xavier’s death was held on October 19, 2012. Teachers, staff 
and past students gathered at our school chapel to pray to God and bestow their 
blessings on his family. They also prayed that he be granted eternal peace. Before the 
Mass ended, Mr Damen Chan, a former teacher, was invited to share his memories of 
Fr Xavier. In his sharing, Mr Chan reminded us how Fr Xavier encouraged students by 
promoting the following mottos, “ Failure is a delayed success. If you can learn from 

your mistakes you will defi nitely succeed one day,” and, “ You have not chosen 
me but I have chosen you.” Last but not least, Fr Francisco thanked the 

guests for their presence and prayers for Fr Xavier. He also informed us 
about Fr Xavier’s Charity Fund. The Mass fi nished with the traditional 

bow to show our respect to Fr Xavier and our school song. 

Fr. Xavier attended a reunion organized by the RHSOSA Toronto in August 2011
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According to different studies about language 
development, the prime period for someone to learn 
a language is from birth till the age of 12.  As 
a child reaches the age of 2, his or her 
language skills develop rapidly from 
simple words to sentences and even start 
to learn sophisticated grammar rules. In addition, 
as studies show that a child’s brain development 
reaches about 80% at the age of 6, therefore if such 
child is only exposed to his or her maternal language, 
such child will only speak that maternal language 
in his or her adulthood. In the contrary, if a child 
is exposed to two or more language during such 
prime period, he or she will absorb such language 
and will be able to learn two or more languages 
easily. However, if a child misses the prime period 
of learning languages, he or she will have diffi culty 
in learning the syntaxes, grammar and so on of the 
language.

For such reason, our school’s main objective is to 
develop children’s language skills, where we’ve 
implemented the quadrilingual aspect in our 
curriculum, which are English, Spanish, Putonghua 
and Cantonese. As we all know that a child learns a 
language through listening, speaking, reading and 
writing, therefore, we will first begin by allowing 
children to listen to such language, then to speak 
and at last to read and write. According to the 
early childhood curriculum guide of year 2003, 
learning a language should be natural and children 
must be exposed to such language in his or her 
daily life activities in order for children to learn 
such language.  We must coordinate our activities 
according to children’s ability and needs. Those 
activities should be meaningful, constructive and 
amusing for children, in order for them to learn 
easily and in the same time be quite challenging to 
trigger their motivation. We believe that real life 

experience 
will ease children’s language learning, 
therefore teachers will coordinate activities with real 
life settings such as super market, restaurant, clinic, 
family corner and so on for children to experience. 
On the other hand, most children learn through 
their senses. They might be auditory learners, visual 
learners, kinesthetic learners and tactile learners. Our 
school’s method of teaching is based on different 
senses, where children can learn through visual, 
audio, speech and writing. Teachers will foster 
children to have good reading habit in class and 
encourage them to continue such reading habit at 
home. Having good reading habit will allow children 
develop better language skills.  Those children are 
more imaginative and creative. Knowledge that 
children get through reading will allow them to 
understand life, nature and especially themselves 
better which may aspire children to dream and guide 
them to a positive perspective of life. On the other 
hand, words are the keys to make a story interesting 
and may trigger children’s interest in learning 
vocabularies. Teachers may cultivate strong language 
foundation through writing invitation cards, birthday 
cards, letters writing, group discussion, drama play, 
debate and so on.

Every child is  unique, they have their  own 
differences. We should never compare children’s 
capability. Praises that children get during the 
learning process will surely foster children’s interest 
in learning languages.   

Ms. Anne Wong

Principal’s Message

ROSARYHILL kindergarten
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Believing that this is the very fi rst day of school for 
those children!  They should have a great time to 
have their parents accompany them.  Both parents and 
children might have complex emotions before coming 
to school, however, after the adaptation, such anxiety 
shall be eased after your meeting with the teachers 
in such well stimulated learning environment! The 
stress that both parents and child might get during 
separation is inevitable, although it may be overcome 
in a short period of time.

2012-2013 
FIRST SCHOOL DAY 
4,5 SEPTEMBER 2012

To celebrate Mid-autumn Festival as part of traditional 
Chinese Culture, the kindergarten held a party on 28 
September. Children had fun exploring and experiencing 
some traditional Chinese festive activities such as listening 
to the myth story of the Mid-Autumn Festival, creating and 
decorating their own lanterns in different ways and with a 
variety of materials. They also brought from home different 
kinds of traditional and snowy mooncakes as well as some 
festive fruits to share with teachers and friends. The little 
Rosarians had great fun learning about this traditional 
Chinese Celebration.

MID-AUTUMN FESTIVAL  
28 SEPTEMBER 2012

ROSARYHILL kindergarten
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Wow! Wow! Amazing discovery - a kaleidoscope can conjure 
up a lot of individuals like; Square or triangle framework can be 
blown out of the circular wave; The fl ow of water can promote 
the vessel; Running (power) can generate electricity, etc.

True magical discovery at the Science Museum, you soon come 
together to explore, jump out of the confines of textbooks, 
open our minds and eyesight; enrich our happy and enjoyable 
learning.

SCIENCE MUSEUM  
25 SEPTEMBER 2012

In order to allow our students to learn about the holidays 
and culture of different countries around the world, a 
Halloween day was held on the 26th of October at school 
for children to learn about the history and custom of 
such holiday. On that day, children had the chance to 
disguise in Halloween costumes and wear masks of all 
kinds to join in many pleasant activities. Pre-Nursery 
and Nursery students joined in activities held in school 
whereas Lower and Upper students went to Ocean Park 
to feel the atmosphere of such exciting holiday.

HALLOWEEN  
26 OCTOBER 2012

ROSARYHILL kindergarten
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF 
SPANISH LANGUAGE

VISIT TO BRIGHTER 
SMILES PLAYLAND 
7th November, 2012 to 
15th November, 2012
Our Lower class students learnt the proper way 
of tooth brushing in Brighter Smiles Playland. 
They gained knowledge about the type of food 
that they should eat in order to keep them healthy 
and the importance to have an annual dental 
check-up through games, story and video clip 
with cartoon characters. It was a great experience 
for children to learn the importance of good oral 
health care.

VISIT TO 
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 
November 2012
Our Uppper class students visited Legislative Council 
(LegCo) to enhance the kids understanding of the work of the 
LegCo and its Members, we visited the exhibitions. Moreover, 
with the aid of various interesting props and visual aids, we 
learnt law-making and law-abiding, or the work of LegCo 
Members through storytelling and a “Passing a Bill” games.

ROSARYHILL kindergarten
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF 
SPANISH LANGUAGE

The main purpose of our Spanish for Fun classes is to provide 
students with an introduction to the Spanish language. Our goal 
is not only to have students know some Spanish vocabulary 
but be able to communicate using the new language.

Our school philosophy leads to a student-centered curriculum. 
For our Spanish classes, our students have a textbook and a 
workbook, but the curriculum goes much further than that. 
Each class begins with greetings and revision of vocabulary 
from the previous class. The same textbook is used throughout 
levels P.1 to P.6. However, the presentation of the material 
varies throughout the levels. In P.1-P.3, songs and dances are 
used frequently when material is presented. P.4-P.6 enjoy a 
more discussion-based, group-activity approach.

Multiple students have gone beyond their classroom learning 
by volunteering their time in presentations, such as the Open 
Day cum Spanish Carnival in March 2012 and during the 
Spanish National Day (12th of October), which we celebrated 
at school on Saturday 13th of October. During this celebration 
some of our students from the primary and secondary sections  
had the opportunity to show their reading skills in an activity 
called “Lectura del Quijote” organized by The Spanish 
Chamber of Commerce. Students from different schools joined 
the event as well. It was the first time this kind of event has 
been organized and hopefully there will be more of them in the 
future.

primary SECTION
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In this academic year, RHS primary section 
launched a morning reading session for all 
primary students. There are Native English 
teachers and Putonghua teachers who join the 
class during the reading session. The lesson is 
split into three parts. The fi rst 15 minutes is the 
teacher story telling session. The fi rst part offers 
teachers a chance to share reading strategies and 
stories.  Student then get an opportunity to share 
stories through read alouds and book talks.  The 
rest of class is spent in DEAR time, or Drop 
Everything and Read.

We are happy to welcome all students 
back to school. We enjoyed seeing all the 
students, new and old, with energy and 
smiles in the opening mass.

The Mass is the greatest prayer of God. 
Therefore, our priest, Fr. Vincent, always 
reminds us to be humble and prepare 
ourselves for the Mass.

Morning Reading Session

Opening Mass

Our fi rst P.1 - 4 Parents’ Day this academic 
year was held on September 22, 2012. It 
was a day for our teachers to introduce to 
parents the various aspects of school life 
pertaining to P.1 - 4 students, including the 
English curriculum of the school.

Held on October 6, P.5 - 6 Parents’ Day 
was a very informative day for parents who 
attended the event. Our P.5 and P.6 teachers 
explained to those parents the different 
schemes involved in the allocation of P.6 
students to secondary one.  

Parents’ Day

Greet one another with the peace of Christ.

In the preparation of the gifts, the bread and 
the wine with water are brought to the altar. 
They are the same elements that Christ used.

Presentation of the Gifts.

The students concentrate on the 
picture.Ms. Chan shares a story to the students.

A Primary 4 student tells a story.

Mrs Summers explains the English 
curriculum of the school.

Ms. Lam explains in detail the Secondary 
Schools Places Allocation System.

The class teacher elaborates how the 
different allocation schemes work.

The Putonghua teacher uses a power 
point for her story telling presentation.

primary SECTION
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On 4th October, all P.4 to P.6 students had valuable experiences 
at the Hong Kong Museum of Art. We were invited to join the 
group visits programme of ‘The Secret Garden of Emperor 
QianLong’. We saw a lot of paintings, calligraphy and 
furniture which helped us to learn more about Chinese history.

On 28 September, our school celebrated 
the Mid-Autumn Festival with various 
activities. On that day, students learnt 
how to make their own lanterns and moon 
cakes. Students shared different festival 
foods and returned home with their 
beautiful products. Teachers, students and 
parents all had a great time together.

On 9th October, all P.3 students went to 
Hong Kong Cultural Centre to watch “The 
Transcendent Instrument” Pipe Organ 
Education Concert. It aimed at enabling 
the students to gain a better appreciation 
for organ music. On that day, we all 
enjoyed the concert very much.

Chinese Culture Day

We shared festival foods together.

Our beautiful lanterns!

Thank you to our parent volunteers.

Let’s take a group photo together.

We are excited and getting 
ready for the concert.

Pipe Organ 
Education Concert

A Lofty Retreat from the Red Dust: 

The Secret Garden of  
Emperor QianLong

The Secret Garden is right behind us!

We learnt a lot from the exhibition.

Our handmade moon cakes.

Look! Can you see the “King of the 
Instruments” in the middle?

primary SECTION
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It is my first time to write in this newsletter as 

Principal (Acting) but I am not new to this school. This 

is my 35th year of teaching in Rosaryhill including 20 

years as Deputy Principal. I know the history, culture, 

strengths and weaknesses of the school; the abilities, 

general behaviour and characteristics of our students 

and teachers as well as the challenges we are now 

facing. To start the new school year we will emphasize 

the following:

1.to enforce a safe school campus and to cultivate a 

harmonious atmosphere,

2.to design teaching strategies that promote greater 

student participation, and 

3.to organize and to enter more competitions, both 

inside and outside of school so students’ interest in 

proper activities and confidence in learning can be 

improved.

In recent years there were many couples who wanted 

to take their wedding photos in our school campus 

together with their best men and bridesmaids who 

were their schoolmates. Most of the brides and grooms 

are our alumni, a few pairs having discovered their 

love for each other while at school. They wanted to 

come back to the school for photo-taking not only 

because we have a beautiful campus but because they 

had a wonderful life in our school. They gained much 

knowledge here that established a strong foundation 

for their tertiary education. They also learnt how to 

deal with people through various types of co-curricular 

activities. This has helped them become more 

successful in their present working environments. Most 

important of all, they established valuable and true 

friendships here with their schoolmates and teachers. 

The school is like their second home, and they want 

to share with the school their happiness. For similar 

reasons, many past students came back to school to 

take photos in their graduation gowns with the teachers 

when they graduated from university. These are also 

the greatest rewards for our teachers.

In this year our pastoral theme is, “My School, 

My Home”. No doubt the hardware is ready - class 

teachers being the parents, priests and head-teachers 

being the grandparents,  classmates being the 

brothers and sisters; and supporting staff being their 

servants. The time that the students spend at school 

is as much as at home. What is more important is 

the software - the atmosphere. Whether everybody 

is fulfilling his own responsibilities and giving his 

contribution willingly is crucial. Teachers need to 

be caring, priests and head-teachers must set the 

directions and act as models, supporting staff must 

take care of everyday life; and students should play 

active roles in learning. Lastly, the most important 

thing is that there should be mutual respect between 

everyone. Hopefully we can make the school an 

ideal second home for everyone of us.

Mr. Robert Kwan

 PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE

secondary SECTION
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To read the full version of the visit and the sharing of 
the students, please visit www.rhs.edu.hk/sec/

VOLUNTARY VISIT TO CHINA

This summer, from 2nd July to 6th July, 34 students from 
S1 to S4 set out for a meaningful trip to Qingyuan, 
a city in northwestern Guangdong province, China. 
Accompanied by four teaching staff, they visited 
two secondary schools for sharing and held a 3-day 
program for around 100 pupils in a primary school.

Unlike the previous years, all the programs in this trip 
were planned by the students themselves. Starting from 
April in 2012, participants began to write the proposals 
for the trip. During the process, the students have 
learned the skill of planning social service activities, 
as well as how to deal with diverse ideas and opinions, 
and reaching a consensus in the end.

Some students have been joining the trip for the second 
or third year, and we are delighted to observe that they 
have grown up and became more mature.

In the August, 13 senior students and 2 teachers went 
to Anshan, Liaoning for a voluntary visit. It was jointly 
organized with the Bethesda Rehabilitation Ministry, 
which is a local organization to serve the disabilities in 
that area.  

It is the very first time for Bethesda to organize the 
joint program with high school students, and they 
were worried whether the students were capable or 
not before the visit.  But Dr. Zhang and the staff of 
Bethesda were glad to see that all of the enthusiastic 
students spent their mind and tried every effort in the 
Sports day and the home visit. 

Although it is the very fi rst time for Rosaryhill School 
students to do the voluntary work in such a distanced 
area, the teachers and the staff in Bethesda could see 
it is a great impact for this group of students and wish 
they could share what they learnt and be a good model 
to the schoolmates.

Qingyuan（清遠）

Anshan（鞍山）
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Beijing Tour

Macau Tour

Japan Tour

Shanghai Ningbo Hangzhou Tour

Xiamen  Jinmen
Tour

Learning is not only confi ned to classrooms 
and to academic subjects. Children should 
be trained in self-discipline, be socially 
aware, physically fit,  and be able to 
appreciate art and culture. The Integrated 
Learning Week (ILW) is  one of  the 
treasurable events of our school. The week 
from 29th October to 3rd November 2012 
was dedicated to this meaningful school 
function. In this week, our students had a 
break from regular lessons. Except for S.6, 
almost all students had chances to learn 
something out of the school campus. 

A number of study tours and educational camps were organized for senior 

students. This year, we had study tours going to three East China cities 

including Shanghai, Hangzhou and Ningbo, which aimed at observing the 

business and economic development of the areas. The study tour to Beijing 

gave students the opportunity to appreciate Chinese culture, both historical 

and contemporary, by visiting heritage sites, watching classical stage 

performances and visiting art galleries. The tour to Xiamen / Kinmen allowed 

students to experience two places under two different political administrations 

in China. The students who toured Macau visited different Portuguese 

style old buildings and churches. Students also tried to experience the fast 

economic development of the other ‘SAR’ of China. We also visited a sister 

school of ours. Japan was a new place to go this year. An exchange tour to 

Matsuyama was organized. Students from our school and San Paulo in Macau 

visited the Aiko School there. Our students experienced a lot of interaction 

with the Japanese hosts. 

A number of study tours and educational camps were organized for senior 

Integrated 
Learning  Week
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Art Camp

S2 Ecotour

Astronomy and Geography Camp

Religious Life and Death Study Camp

S1 Growth Training Camp

S3 Smartteen Camp

Elderly 
Academy

With the very tight teaching schedule, it has become 
very difficult for teachers to organize learning 
activities such as visits, field-study trips, training 
camps, etc. However, during the ILW all students 
joined different learning activities. Normal classroom 
learning was suspended so that various groups would 
not clash with each other hence classroom learning 
was not affected. 

The success of the ILW can be judged on the very 
positive feedback from both students and parents.

For S.1 level, students of the whole form level attended 

a three days’ personal development camp at the Duke 

of Edinburgh Camp while all S.3 students attended a 

Smart Teens Training camp (adventure-based training 

camp) on Lantau Island. S.2 students visited local 

heritage sites at Ping Shan and Yuen Long in the New 

Territories on one day and on another day students 

went on an eco-tour.

Besides study tours, five camps, namely the Astronomy 
and Geography Camp, the Religious Life and Death 
Study Camp, the Sports Camp, the Art Camp and the 
Mathematics and Science Camp were held. Interested 
participants of these camps could further explore different 
subjects through activities provided in the camps. There 
was a community service activity during the ILW, where 
some twenty elderly persons came to our school. Called 
the Elderly Academy, a group of students helped teach 
the elderly citizens some skills in the areas of cooking, 
computing and sports. 
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A 10-wishes tablet presented to 
the new SLs and SA 

In order to mark a new chapter 
for the two student organizations 
(2012-13), namely, Student 
Leaders together with the Sports 
Association and to note the end 
of service of their predecessors 

(2011-12), a joint-inauguration ceremony was held on 
13th Sept., 2012 in the School Hall. Student Leaders 
consist of the following fi ve platforms, namely, Student 
Council Executive Committee, House Executive 
Committee, Discipline Prefect Team, Library Service 
Team, and Counselling Team

In the Ceremony, the guests of honour were Fr. 
Supervisor, Acting Principal, Deputy Principals, Vice-
chairperson of the Parents and Teachers Association, 
and the Chairman of the Old students Association. All 

S.4 to S.7 students attended the Ceremony as their Life 
Education Period. 

The Program started with the whole audience singing the 
school song. After that, a powerpoint presentation was 
shown to summarise what the SLs and the SA did in the 
last academic year. Then, souvenirs were presented to 
all the advisors as a token of appreciation for their care, 
training and professional advice given to the SLs and 
the SA. The highlight of the ceremony was a joint oath, 
in which all the new Student Leaders and the executive 
members of  the Sports Association made a pledge to 
serve the school and Rosarians faithfully among other 
things. Then, their predecessors presented a tablet listing 
10 wishes and requirements for their new counterparts 
signifying the offi cial inauguration of the new SLs and 
the SA.

TEACH - IN

 MEDIATION ACTIVITY

JOINT INAUGURATION CEREMONY

Teaching and learning have been rapidly 
changing in the past two decades. Both our Liberal 

Studies teachers and students have already well prepared for such 
a paradigm shift in teaching, learning and assessment, by developing 

new teaching and learning cultures in our secondary section.

In addition to encouraging students to take part in different territory-wide 
competitions, the LS Department will also arrange meaningful activities for students. 

Last year, around 50 RHS students participated in the Teen’s Talk 2011 organized by 
the Law Society at Asia World Expo. The Talk aimed to help increase young people’s 
knowledge about Hong Kong’s laws and enhance a positive attitude toward abiding by the 
law. Our students were honored to be invited to share their viewpoints on the stage. This 
October, our students were invited by the Law Society to do an on-campus teach-in 
mediation activity. Our students performed excellently and were able to 
present their ideas in a clear and systematic way. After the activity, our 
students were interviewed by a reporter. The news on the activity 

was published in the Hong Kong Economic Times on 30 
October 2012. 

This year, 80 students will participate in the Teen’s Talk 
2012 in the coming December.
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PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATIONS 

 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

PRIMARY SECTION

SECONDARY SECTION

KINDERGARTEN
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Chief Editor: Mr. Sammy Hung (Secondary Section)
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Kindergarten
幼稚園

Primary Section
小學部

Secondary Section
中學部

Executive Committee Parent-Members 執行委員會家長委員
Chairman
主　席

Mr. Gordon Ng
吳國銘先生

Ms. Mariyam Ma
馬淑嫻女士

Mr. Yuen Sek Cheung
袁錫祥先生

Vice-chairman
副主席

Ms. Brenda Chan
陳奕瑜女士

Ms. Sandy Fu
符榮艷女士

Ms. Rica Fok
霍詠賢女士

Treasurer
司　庫

Ms. Yvonne Tam
譚淑芳女士

Ms. Anne Yuen
袁華筠女士

Ms. Fibery Yuen
袁詠儀女士

English Secretary
秘　書

Ms. Joanna So
蘇仲茵女士

Ms. Catherine Hopkins Mr. Raymond Mong
蒙志忠先生

Chinese Secretary
秘　書

Ms. Carol Yuen
袁嘉潞女士

Ms. Anna Yang
楊　黎女士

Academic Offi cer 
學　術

Ms. Heidie Cheung
張凱婷女士

Ms. Monica Cheung 
張　慧女士

Ms. Patrica Chow
鄒月萍女士

General Affairs Offi cer
總　務

Mr. Leung Siu Cheung
梁兆璋先生

Ms. Irene Chan
陳慧儀女士

Ms. Winnie Leung
梁美儀女士

Liaison Offi cer 
聯　絡

Ms. May Kan
姜美美女士

Ms. Jessie Or
柯詠琪女士
Ms. Carol Chiu
趙敏琪女士

Ms. Claudia Yip
葉麗娟女士

Recreation Offi cer 
康　樂

Ms. Lau Ka Man
劉嘉敏女士

Ms. Jenny Keung 
姜培莉女士

Ms. Wong Siu Lan
王笑蘭女士

Ex-offi cio Members 當然委員
Fathers’ Council Representative

諮議會代表
Fr. Emiliano Perez
白以遜神父

Fr. Francisco de las Heras
范士豪神父

Fr. Francisco de las Heras
范士豪神父

Principal
校　長

Ms. Anne Wong
黃慧貞女士

Ms. Anne Wong
黃慧貞女士

Mr. Robert Kwan
關治邦老師

Deputy Principal
副校長

Mr. Stephen Shi
施紹芳老師
Mr. Simon Tai
戴港生老師

Executive Committee Teacher-Members 執行委員會教師委員

Vice Chairman
副主席

Ms. Grace Wu
吳秀梅老師

Ms. Pamela Tse
謝佩雯老師

Mr. Kelvin Tang
鄧偉佳老師

Treasurer
司　庫

Ms. Wendy Lam
林怡怡老師

Secretary
秘　書

Mr. Lawrence Choy
蔡志恆老師

Academic Offi cer 
學　術

Ms. Bibiana Tse
謝婉娥老師

Mr. Alvin Ho
何志明老師

Ms. Evy Cheung
張齊欣老師

General Affairs Offi cer  
總　務

Ms. Kathy Fok
霍玉儀老師
Ms. Natalia Mok
莫覺英老師

Mr. Eddie Chan
陳軒泰老師

Liaison Offi cer 
聯　絡

Ms. Connie Cheung 
張彩鳳老師
Ms. Florence Chan
陳少英老師

Ms. Vicky Wong
黃善儀老師
Ms. Kitty Chen
陳　苗老師

Ms. Sarah Au Yeung
歐陽麗貞老師
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康　樂

Ms. Tovia Kam
甘綺雯老師

Ms. Candy Au
歐珮文老師

Mr. Evans Tsui
徐厚明老師
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